Discover Cinetic™ Lift Expert
The alternative to cosmetic surgery and the world’s first ever combination of Micro-currents,
Ultrasound and LED futuristic technologies, for dramatic visible results after just 1 treatment.
We recommend CARITA treatments to be taken as a course of 3 or 5 treatments to achieve
maximum firming and lifting results, thereafter a monthly maintenance is recommended.
Cinetic Skin Specific Facial
Your skin specialist will tailor your treatment to correct skin concerns. Starting with a deep
cleanse and caritas signature la renovateur detoxifying massage. Followed by sculpting
massage and skin specific mask to bring out the best in your skin, Luminotherapy will then be
used to soften, sooth, purify and deeply hydrate.
For sensitive, dehydrated, or oily skin types.
Allow 90 mins £117
Advanced Firming and Restorative Peel
For the ultimate face treat, this clever result driven treatment instantly restores and renews even
the most needy skins. Your skin will be re energised with a detoxing facial massage, followed
by extensive lifting technology and for extra luminosity light will be beamed onto your skin.
Your skin will be enveloped in a precious mask allowing it to enjoy optimum rejuvenation. If
you are looking to seriously improve the texture of and plump your skin in just one facial this
is the answer.
For more mature skins, with deeper lines and a loss of skin tone.
Allow 60 mins £89
Luxury firming and restorative peel
As our advanced firming - this deluxe treatment also includes a hands-on lifting massage to
sculpt contours and relax your muscles followed with choice of warm oil scalp massage or
heavenly hand massage
For more mature skins, with deeper lines and a loss of skin tone
Allow 75 mins £95

Radiance Peel & Reveal
Our high-performance luminosity peel incorporates caritas signature exfoliator le renovateur
and LED light therapy to purify, deeply hydrate and stimulates cell regeneration by boosting
collagen and elastin production. the finest ingredients are delivered into the skins deeper layers
of the skin with our enveloping mask, while your therapist performs a warm oil scalp or hand
massage. Skin is left feeling renewed, revitalized with a smooth and refined flawless texture.
Suitable for all skin types
Allow 60 mins £79
Allow 30 mins (booster) £49

